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Why a new WilsonWeb interface specifically designed for smartphones?
Although WilsonWeb’s standard interface works on many smartphones, it was clear that features needed to be streamlined in

order to work optimally with smartphones and their small screens.  Also, as our population becomes more mobile, Wilson felt it

was important to provide high quality search results for their users, regardless of their location.

Is WilsonWeb Mobile a substitute for the standard WilsonWeb interface?
No, each is designed for different situations.  WilsonWeb Mobile works best for a user that is on the move, but needs to depend

upon fast search results that are relevant.  The standard WilsonWeb interface, used through your library or from your home

computer, has many additional features that can be used to focus search results, save and manipulate results. 

How will I connect to WilsonWeb Mobile?
Your library will provide you with access information.  It may be a URL, along with an ID and a Password.  It  might be a

customized URL which includes embedded authentication information, or it might be a link found on a referring page set up by

the library, for example. 

Which mobile devices and browsers can be used with WilsonWeb Mobile?
It was successfully tested with many of the newest mobile devices and browsers available.  It can be expected that the following

mobile devices and browsers will provide excellent search results when using WilsonWeb Mobile.

$ Android/ OS based browser $ Blackberry phones/Blackberry browser

$ IPhone/Safari browser support $ IPad/Safari, IE and FireFox (screens will appear stretched, as on a desktop.) 

$ Opera mobile browser $ Internet Explorer mobile

Note:  There are many smartphones and browsers available to users, so, it is impossible to provide thorough testing on each

device.  However, we would appreciate hearing from you if you have specific issues that we might address.  Our goal is to

provide the best WilsonWeb search experience possible.

Which browser functionalities are supported?
$ Mobile detection – URL redirect to mobile interfaces $ Font size zoom in/zoom out    $ Image zoom

What features are available in WilsonWeb Mobile?

$ A separate database selection screen

$ Basic Search screen

$ Advanced Search screens (including limiters)

$ Cross database searching (multiple database)

$Wilson’s All-Smart Search

$ Relevancy Rankings

$ Record Indicators—HTML Full Text, PDF Full Text, Peer-Reviewed, Non-Peer Reviewed, WilsonLink, holdings, 
and InterLibrary Loan.

$Text-to-Speech (HTML Full Text Audio)

$ Language Translations – interface & articles

$ Images (biographies databases, Art Museum Image Gallery, Cinema Image Gallery, etc.)

$ Email

$ Record navigation and linkable fields

$ Co-branding icons/graphics

$ Customization (Administrator’s Module) 

$ Referring page authentication (created by library)
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What is planned for the future of WilsonWeb Mobile?
$ Save records to the “My WilsonWeb” parallel account

$ Custom links created by the library (up to 3)

$ Athens/Shibboleth authentication

$ Current Issues Series of databases (Reference Shelf Plus, Environment, Health & Careers) not available with the initial release

Will most of the customization completed by the library in the Administrator’s Module apply
when appropriate for the WilsonWeb Mobile interface and search experience?
Yes.  All default settings will apply when available on the WilsonWeb Mobile.  However, there are some features that are not part

of the streamlined WilsonWeb Mobile interface and will not be displayed on the Mobile interface.  For example, the Content

Discovery Keys on the search results page on the standard WilsonWeb interface will not be displayed, Printing & Saving

functionality is not available, the My WilsonWeb parallel account will be a future addition, etc. 

Will usage of Wilson Mobile be reflected in the library’s usage statistic reports?
Yes, this information can be found in WilsonWeb’s standard “Session Usage Report.”

Will simultaneous usage (the number of users logged onto a database at one time) be a factor
for users when using WilsonWeb Mobile?
Yes.  Whatever license limitations apply for the library, will apply to WilsonWeb Mobile.  These range from one simultaneous

user to no limitations on the number.

How does the library set up the WilsonWeb Mobile application?

Enabling of WilsonWeb Mobile is accomplished
from the WilsonWeb Administrator’s Module. 
$ Once logged in, the Administrator would go to
Configurations > Mobile Manager. 

$ Next, they would select the appropriate radio button for
enabling or disabling WilsonWeb Mobile.  Note that this is a

“global” setting for the entire system. 

$The administrator then should select the databases
available from the library’s subscription that they wish to

include in their Mobile application. 

$ Finally, the administrator would click the “Submit” button. 

Setting up the login procedure for WilsonWeb Mobile
The library, when setting up authentication for their patrons will

find the following choices for their WilsonWeb Mobile users.

$WilsonWeb Mobile supports ID & Password authentication. 

$ As with “regular” desktop WilsonWeb authentication, jumpstart URLs with embedded ID & Password, embedded database ID
number, plus the ability to append a search string, are possible. 

$ Referring page authentication (would not need the ID and Password for authentication) 

$ Library card authentication. 

$ IP authentication (if a user is coming from a proxy URL or page and is connected to WilsonWeb through that proxy IP, and it
is included in an authenticated IP range supplied to Wilson’s Technical Support Group, then auto IP authentication will work). 

In creating the jumpstart URL, the same syntax and parameters that the regular “desktop” WilsonWeb system uses, will apply,

with the exception of “mobile” in the URL.  In the example below, an ID and Password along with optional product codes are

included in the URL.  Without the codes, the patron is taken to the Database Selections screen, instead of a search screen.

http://vnweb.hwwilsonweb.com/mobile/jumpstart.jhtml?un=username&pw=password&prod=ASTFT,OMNIFT

Unresolved technical issues and questions, who should I contact?
Whenever assistance is needed, please contact our Technical Support Group in the Customer Care Center at, the following:

www.hwwilson.com/Productsupport/psupport.cfm.
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